Code of conduct for Students

The purpose of code of conduct is to set specific path and regulation for smooth working of institute to accomplish its vision and mission. Code of conduct for students is authorized documents intended to introduce and maintains equality and discipline among students to keep institute interest and reputation.

1. All student of GSMCOE are bound by the laws and regulation of Savitribai Phule Pune University (SPPU), All India council of Technical Education (AICTE) and statutory bodies of government of India amended time to time. Any suspicious action disobeying the law will be referred to corresponding authority for investigation and action.

2. GSMCOE believed in encouraging safe, secure, environmental friendly campus by enforcing rules in campus.
   2.1. Every student of GSMCOE is issued with an individual identity card, library card. These cards will remain the property of GSMCOE and students are required to present this identification to concerned authority upon request.
   2.2. Regular classes/practical sessions will begin at 8:30 in morning and concludes at 3:30 in afternoon.
   2.3. Student should be regular and must complete his/her study in institute in allotted time period.

3. Participating or performing following activity or event is considered as punishable offences.
   3.1. Any suspects intending to discrimination based on collar, cast, religion, language, sexual orientation, physical or mental disability and family status.
   3.2. Any type of ragging inside the institute campus.
   3.3. Planning for meeting or possession in institute campus without permission from institute.
   3.4. Working for a religious or terrorist group banned by statutory bodies of
Government of India.

3.5. Carrying weapon or potential weapon, explosive, communication in the institute.
3.6. Threatening to any students or staff of institute.
3.7. Drinking/ selling of alcohol inside the institute campus.
3.8. Chewing of Ghurkha, tobacco or smoking in institute campus.
3.9. Throwing of empty bottle in institute campus.
3.10. Disobeying the instruction/Misbehaviour with security guard of staff of institute.
3.11. Illegal access to resources or locations.
3.12. Rash driving in institute campus.
3.13. Misbehaviours in student council election and or any activity of institute interest.

4. All student of GSMCOE has right to have
4.2. Regular feedback on academic progress.
4.3. Be treated with respectful and equitable manner
4.4. Enquire and speak freely.

5. Every student of GSMCOE has responsibility to
5.1. Value the assets and privileges of other.
5.2. Ensure all reformation given to institute is correct and not misleading.
5.3. Maintain conducive environment for smooth functioning of academics activities.
5.4. Be self motivated and active member for learning.
5.5. Behave in manner which does not bring reputation of institute down.
5.6. Check notice board, website of institute for updated regulation and policies laid time to time